


Through conversations with many historical Wing Chun figures such as the Grandmaster Yip Man’s sons; 
Yip Ching and Yip Chun, and other top disciples of his like Wong Shun Leung, Willian Cheung, Victor Kan, 
Leung Ting, etc…the information in this book has never appeared anywhere before. The author, Jose M. 
Fraguas proudly presents “Wing Chun Masters”, with an amazing repertoire of great masters and teachers of 
the art of Wing Chun Kung Fu.

In this volume, interviews with the world’s top masters like the “Kaiser of Wing Tsun”, Keith R. Kern-
specht, and leading world instructors like Augustine Fong, Samuel Kwok, Francis Fong, Jim Lau, Gary Lam, 
Stephen Chan, etc, have been gathered to present an integrated and complete view of the “Beautiful Spring-
time” Chinese art of fighting, philosophy, and self-defense. 

The late Master Jim Fung and outstanding world teachers like David Peterson, Robert Chu, Tony Mas-
sengill, Leo Au Yeung, Randy Williams, Chow K. Chung, Gorden Lu and legendary fighter Emin Boztepe, 
amongst others, explain the many concepts and principles of the art in a clear manner that everyone can 
understand. Packed with dynamic photographs, this book presents the ins-and-outs of the philosophy of the 
art of Wing Chun.

This volume contains intriguing thoughts, fascinating personal details, hidden histories, and inspiring 
philosophies, as each master reveals his true love for the art and a deep understanding of every facet associ-
ated with the practice and spirit of the Chinese art of Wing Chun Kung Fu as a way of life. This invaluable 
reference book is a “must have” addition to your personal library.
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KATA
An Important Part of Martial Arts

By David Sensei“ Stainko 
Prof. of Kinesiology - Master 7th Dan MMS 

Kata is a form of unique obligatory exercises involving a 
series of hand and foot techniques of punches and kicks 
connected by certain moving, and these movements rep-
resent a fictional fight against an imaginary oponent. 

Therefore kata is a defined series of striking techniques suitable for 
training martial arts techniques. Kata is also choreographed patterns 
of     movements practised either solo or in pairs (practised is also on 
the team). Solo training of kata is the primary form of practice in some 
martial arts, such as – Japanese fencing - Iai do. In the martial skills of  
the East llike judo, aikido, kung-fu, ju- jutsu, tae kwon do as well as 
karate, the old masters perform these exercises properly to stay in good 
physical condition. Some movements in kata require from the practi-
tioner an exceptional  balance, the others  endurance and breathing 
control. By practising various kata one used to reach universality, or to 
exercise different striking techniques and keep good physical condition. 

KATA (Form) –Japan

KUEN (Form) – China

HYONG (hyung,  ITF –tul, 
WTF- poomsae , pattern) - Korea

QYONG- Vietnam

AKA- Burma

KHAWANKAY –Kashmiri

OBYAZATELNYY (Form) – Russia

FORM- Europa,America

The first well- known kata  included Indian ways of fighting eg. nata 
and vajramushti (lightning fist), the original predecessors of popular yoga 
exercises that the Indian monk Bodhidharma rearranged and completed 
with the movements of Chinese combat style, so-called chi-chi. These ex-
ercises were formed in order to develop body fitness, raising concentration 
as well as punch strength of the monks. He completed the exercises in 18 
techniques. The essential part in kata  has always been the technique and  
rythm of breathing, which was indicated  by Bodhidharma himself. By ex-
ercising kata  the practitioner  had to be filled with a kind of peacefulness, 
determination, with controlled performing in the strength and speed of the 
movements enriched with the harmony of techniques of a certain martial 
art. Breathing is here a very important link between physical and mental 
moves. For each kata there has  - bunkai or certain techniques contained in 
them. Especially performed kata for beginners or for masters. Although we 
should stick to certain rules in teaching katas, many   masters violate these 
rules (they determine the number and order of teaching katas).

In judo kata (form) is an exercise that consists of a number of throwings 
and grips which are performed in strict order accompanied by a strictly reg-
ulated ceremonial. There are seven classic kata  and one extra for women, 
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but  since 1960  there has also been a kata for 
self-defence. Recently some masters have been 
performing even eleven katas.

In other martial arts of the East kata ex-
ercises usually include from 20 to 50  tech-
niques of punching, kicking and blocking that 
are performed according to a fixed order and 
movement lines. Lately, since 1965 there have 
been competitions in performing kata  divided 
in two categories of exercises: so-called tough 
( strong) and soft ( with gentle movements). 
Later, since around 1974, kata have been also 
performed with music. In such competitions 
the judges valuate the total impression of kata 
performance together with the artistic impres-
sion. Some modern forms are performed in 
tournaments and include gimnastics related 
elements, such as backflips, cartwheels and 
splits. Many modern katas can also be per-
formed with various weapons.

It is considered that nowadays there  is a huge number of various katas , but the major-
ity of them are not generally used. Some experts think that there are 400 various katas  
worldwide. Most of the kata  were named after some famous master from the past periods 
of certain martial arts.The ancient masters of martial arts created the kata as a way to pass 
along their knowledge to future students. Lots of masters agree that the essential kata are 
t’ai chi chuan (supreme ultimate boxing) in kung fu, sanchin (meditation in motion) in 
karate or the basic pinan (heian) accompanied by seven already existing in judo and five 
basic in tae kwon do.  

Of interest is the number 108, which has a special symbolic meaning in kata (zen 
philosophy).  

In kung fu - the number 108 (mok jan dong) – position exercise, also has 108 katas in 
karate.

Some kata may therefore be known by two(three) names,one in Japanese,the other in 
Chinese.

Many  masters of martial arts have been performing kata , the most prominent being:     
T.Sakumoto ( the world champion,WKF) from Japan in performing so called tough kata 
from shotokan (ryuei-ryu) style. Canadian J. Frenette ( the ninefold world champion, 
WAKO version) is the best in performing soft kata from sankudo a substyle in karate.

One of the best connoisseurs of tae kwon do forms is Korean (English) master Hee  Il 
Cho.

In kung fu skill we must mention the masters in performing kuen - Al Dacascos and 
Eric Lee.

Here is the list of some of the most frequent katas (forms) :

Karate  (Shotokan,Wado ryu, goyu ryu, Shito ryu, Sankukai, uechi ryu, Oyama 
ryu) -  Sanchin, Kanshiva, Seirui, Seisan, Sesan, Konchin, Saiha, Pinan (from1to5), 
Seisanbankai, Yantsu, Heian (Pinan -from1to5, stable and safe), Tekki (from1 to3, 
iron horseman),Fuji kata,        Unsu  (arms clouds), Seichin, Bassai sho, Daini seisan, 
Goyushiho sho (54 steps), Nijusshiho,  Jion, Bassai dai (punching fortress) ,Gankaku, 
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Chinte, Randori nino kata, Jitte ( Jutte, ten hands), Teki nidan, Kanku (kushanku 1 
and2, into heaven), Wankan (kings crown), Passai,         Sochin (power and control), 
Meikyo (great mirror), Ji-in (Gi in), Gojushiho-dai, Isshin ryu, Izumaki sho, Ten no 
kata, Naihanchi, Kushanku, Chinto, Seishan, Randori no kata (from1to4- Nanbu), 
Sanpodai,Sanposho,Ikkyoku, Kanshu,Saifa,Seiyunchin, Shisochin, Sepai, Kururunfa, 
Suparinpai, Hangetsu (crescent moon), Hisatake te kata, Tani te kata, Gudrun, Ka-
minari, Tsubame, Gekisai dai, Tensho, Shinsei, Niseishi, Bassai,  Ryudoshindo, Rohai, 
Chunking,  Sanseiyryu, Ongyo, Yuchinin, Nabikiri, Itosu (from 1 to5), Empi (Wanshu, 
years swallows), 

Taik yoku (from1to5), Seyuchin, Sanseru, Naifanchin(1-3), Naifunchin,  Unshu, Kato 
kata, Tomari(from1to3), Asai (Junro) kata, 
Anan, Sandarui, Enpi (Empi), Semping dai, 
Hakutsuru,

Matsumura no rohai, Matsumura no bassai, 
Matsumura no sanchin, Hakucho, Nipaipo,

Papporen, Aoyagi, Juroko, Miyojo, Shinpa, 
Matsukaze, Shihotai(from1to7),Nanbu(from
1to5),

Seinchin, Hyaku hachi, Kaiten – randori no 
kata (1 and 2), Suwari – randori no kata (1 
and 2),  Gyaku-randori no kata (1 and 2), Teki 
shodan (the dance of death),  Ananku (Anan, 
Ananko),

Wado ryu hiden kata, Taisabaki (from1to3), 
Sunakake (Sakugava) no kon (1and2),Shi ho 
hai,

With tools or weapons ; Bo-kata (1 and 2), Jo- 
kata,Yara, Kingwa, Yavara- kata, Hiryo ongyo,

Ju-no kata,Tonfa- kata, Isshin ryu bo, Kama- 
kata, Nunchaku- kata (from1to3), Yoshi- kata,  

Isshin ryu- sai, Nage no- kata, Tsukenshitanaku, Tenryo no- kata, Sakugawa no- kata, 

Semping dai, Yanata no- kata, Chunking sho, Oshimata ke shii, Daita keshin, Bokken 
-kata,

Tessen jutsu- kata (fan kata), Kusari gama- kata, Manriki gusari- kata (force 10.000 
people)

Sai kata (from 1to5), Tsuhenkita haku no sai, Kho – bu ni – cho kama, Nama higa no 
tonfa,

Kendo - Katana no kata (from1to4) , Iai do, Naginata do (kata), Tanto jutsu (kata), 

iai do - Ipponme, Yohonme, Yoponme, Hihonme, Sanbonme, Kyu honme, Hana 
honme,

Judo (Ju-jutsu,Aikido,Sambo,Bjj,Kempo) - Randori-no kata,Kime-no kata, Itsutsu-no 
kata,
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Ju-no kata, Nage–no kata, Katame–no kata, Gonosen-no kata (create M.Kawaishi),         
Gyaku no kata, Koshiki-no kata,Go no kata (create T.Daigo), Kaeshi - no kata (createY.
Tani),

Kodokan goshin – jutsu, Sei-ryuoko-zenyo-kokumin-taiiku no kata (create J.Kano),          
Nage-waza, Katame-waza, Kata-gatame ,Yiu-waza, Gokyo-no waza, Tuidi- waza,                   
Junuki-hirakinuki, Keri goho-no kata, Kata – guruma, Kata Ashi-dori, Kata – Te jime,      
Yoko - gake, Tambo – no kata, Jo – kata, Ura –no kata (create K.Mifune), Bokken kata,

Gyaku- waza, Shime- waza, Ne - waza,  Hangetsu , Shinken sho bu – no kata, 

Wu-shu (Kung-fu) - Tai chi chuan ( long exercise,from 1 to 5, style 
Yang ,Ho, Sun, Wu and from 1964 Yun – tong), Tai chi chuan (short 
exercise), Pa kwa chuan (8 style boxing ),             Pa tuan chin-chuan 
(exercise with swords), Tang lang chuan (Pray in movement), Chung–
kuo,                Tai chi chi kong, Chi-kung, Chung-kuo chuan (the 
fight of strong hands), Snake style (kuen),

Yishou-kun, Moi fah kuen, Choy-lat kuen , Wang tsung-yueh, 108 
mok jan dong  (108 position exercise), Hung gar(about25forms), 
Chang kuen form ,Cham kuen (searching hands),    

Nanguan form ,Tai chi gong, Tai chi chien (exercise with a sword), 
Biu ji (hitting fingers),    Sil lim tao (a little idea), Shiu lim tao, Tiger 
style (kuen), Wing tsun kuen (singing in spring), 

Gung gee fu kuen, Yang long kuen, Tam-tuie kuen, Tuet jin kuen, Cha 
kuen (long hands),

Wu ching kuen (five ancestors), Quan fa (techniques fist), Xing yi 
kuen (form and mind),

Dao yu kuen (find the way), Hou quan kuen (monkey style), Crane 
style (kuen), Tien mon, 

Lohan chi kung, 12 akas of Thaing skill, 18 Qyongs of viet vo dao (vovinam),Long ho 
qyong, Hau qyong, Wu bu kuen , Leopard style (form), Long quan (dragon style kuen 
– from 1to15),             Chuji chang kuen, Qi nng kuen, Xa qyong, Ba qyong, Ngu mon 
qyong, Lien hoa linh,         Wu dang(form-hammer), Shaolin dao kuen, Zhang form, 
Blue scorpion form, Hong qyong,

Tai shing kuen (monkey style), Zui quan kuen (drunken style), She quan kuen (snake 
fist),

Yang gang kuen (stick family Yang), Kung ji fook –fu kuen (power that controls the 
tiger),

Tae kwon do (hwa rang do,Tang soo do,hapkido,) -Tae geug hyong (1 and 2), Tan 
–gun,             Hwa-rang, Choong- moo, Gwang-gae, Po-eun, Ge-baek,Yoo-sin, Se-jong, 
Ul-ji, Chong-jang, Choi-yong, Sam-il, Ko-dang, Tong-il, Dan-gun, Do-san,Won-hyo, 
Yul-kok,Yul-gok,Toi-gye,      Joon-gun, Chon-ji, Yi-dan, Giecho hyung il bu, Giecho 
hyung yi bu, Giecho hyung sam bu, Giecho hyung il bu sang gup, Giecho hyung yi bu 
sang gup, To- san, Won –hya, Chun-gun,  

Evi-am, Moon-moo, So-san, Seo san, Yoh-ge, U-nam, Palgwae (from1to8), Hae-san 
(1and2),  

With tools or weapons ; Bong hyung (from1 to3),  Dan (Tahn) bong hyung , Sila pole,

Jung bong,  Jahng bong hyung, Cha – rywk,  Kho - bu ni – cho kama, Park jong soo,

Kwon – moo, Sai hyong ( from 1to3),

Most hyong originates from various historical daynasty (various military commanders).   
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Boxing (Kick-boxing, muay-thai, Savate, mmA,uF) - the fight with an 
imaginary oponent (shadow fight) two minutes for three times or three 
minutes for three times (precisely defined sequence of exercises – have ele-
ments kata). In Savate  there have been recently certain kata accompanied 
with music (a new version of modern skills, is not related to the old art jeu 
marseillais – game from Marselle). Old art (game from Marselle, dance – 
form) is unfortunately forgotten.

yoga- Hatha- Suryanamaskar (sun greeting) - a morning or evening exer-
cise,

Vajramukti- Tenjiku naranokaku (fight techniques of India),Danakataka 
(closed fist gift),

Capoeira –  dance – form (basic movements), Haka - Maori war dance  
(old version),

Eskrima (Arnis, Kalarippayattu) - dance-form (old exercise – basic move-
ments),

Bartitsu – stick fighting (old basic exercise), Juego dell garote – stick fight-
ing old exercise,

la Canna (le Baton, Juego del palo, Jogo do pau) – stick fighting (old 
basic exercise),  

Quarterstaff (Singlestik, india stik fighting, Africa stik fighting) – old 
basic exercise

Some competitors in martial arts believe that kata practice does not make 
sense. They consider  that  kata (form) are not  helpful in sport fight.  Such 
an opinion is totally wrong.

Kata exercise has a very useful application in the fight;  it is very useful for practicing 
new techniques, also practicing kata can serve as an active break from hard training. 

The fact is that some of the best fighters in his exercise use certain kata.

It is interesting that sometimes masters adapt certain kata to themselves and their style 
(often the same kata is performed differently in diferent styles). Certainly it is not in the 
spirit of tradition but the new time imposes new rules. Regardless of the modern way of 
training, kata  will remain one of the most common practice in martial arts. Every few 
years the number of katas in the world grows.

It is interesting that no expert in the world in mixed martial science knows  all the 
names of  katas, nor their final number. Some stick fighting skills also have kata elements 
as well as some dance form (basic or old version). One of the funniest kiai is in dance form 
Haka, but it is certainly kiai.  

However, kata  exercise will remain ingrained in martial arts forever. 
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